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Fluorine-evolving carbon anodes exhibit unusually high overvoltages characterized also by remark- 
ably large Tafel slopes having values 0.4-0.8 V per decade of  current density change. Also, at high 
current densities, a so-called 'anode effect' associated with a type of  passivation sets in. Experiments 
are described which aim to distinguish high polarization arising from an intrinsically large Tafel slope, 
generated by a non-ohmic charge transfer barrier layer effect due to 'CF '  film formation, from effects 
due to difficulties of  F 2 bubble detachment and F 2 gas film formation at the 'CF '  film. Steady state 
polarization measurements have been made at a rotating carbon cone electrode from which F 2 
bubbles, which otherwise remain attached to the electrode and block access to the electrolyte, can be 
spun away. At  the rotated electrode, at low and intermediate current densities, linear Tafel behaviour 
is still observed but  with high slopes associated with the barrier layer film effect. At higher current 
densities an 'anode effect', associated with the F;  gas film, is developed, leading to a type of  passivation 
of  the electrode. The two sources of  unusually high polarization in the F 2 evolution reaction at carbon 
are not independent as it is also the formation of  the 'CF '  film that causes difficulties in gas bubble 
detachment owing to the lyophobic properties of  the fluorinated C/F2 /KF �9 2 H F  interface. Polishing 
effects confirm this conclusion. 

1. Introduction 

The anodic fluorine evolution reaction (FER) at car- 
bon electrodes in KF �9 2HF melts is a complex process 
and the conditions under which the FER proceeds 
lead to difficulties for kinetic studies of the reaction. 
Porous carbon electrodes are used on which an elec- 
trolytically generated 'CF' film exists [1, 2] arising 
either from oxidation of the C by F or from intercala- 
tion (in the case of graphite). This film gives rise to a 
very low surface energy and an unusually high solid/ 
gas/liquid contact angle [3, 4] which makes F2 bubble 
formation on, and detachment from the electrode 
surface a serious problem both in the F2 production 
industry and in laboratory kinetic and mechanistic 
experiments. Under either of the latter conditions, a 
so-called 'anode effect' has been recognized [3, 4] and 
is characterized by a sudden increase of cell voltage 
and an accompanying decrease of current when elec- 
trolysis was previously proceeding at high current 
density. On account of this problem, discrepant 
results and controversial conclusions have not sur- 
prisingly been reported [5-7] with regard to the Tafel 
polarization behaviour. Also, controversial results 
from interfacial capacitance measurements have arisen, 
connected with unusual ohmic iR drop behaviour [8]. 

While, formally, the electrode kinetic behaviour of 
the FER might be expected to follow that for C12 or H2 
formation, with consecutive ion discharge and desorp- 
tion/recombination steps [9] exhibiting Tafel slopes of 

ca 0.12, 0.04 or 0.029V (at 298 K), the anodic evolu- 
tion of F2 at C is associated with remarkably high 
Tafel slopes of 0.4-0.8 V (at ca 358 K). Such values can 
arise from charge transfer across non-ohmic barrier 
layer films (as at the valve metals [10]), as was noted 
in an earlier publication [7] related to this project. 

Under both industrial [11] and laboratory [4] con- 
ditions, F2 is evolved from KF �9 2HF melts as strongly 
adherent bubbles of lenticular form which are sluggish 
in their detachment from the electrode. In fact, the 
electrode takes on a mirror-like appearance originat- 
ing from total internal reflection at an extended F2 
bubble/electrolyte interface at the electrode surface 
and, when these conditions obtain, high polarization* 
results. 

Determination of the origin of the high Tafel slopes 
for anodic F2 evolution at C is important practically 
with regard to electric energy consumption and is also 
of theoretical interest [7, 11]. 

The relation of F 2 bubble behaviour to the high 
polarization at C, especially the 'anode effect' was 
studied by Watanabe et al. [4, 12] who proposed that 

* Note that the bubble polarization effect referred to here is quite 
different from that suggested in classical overvoltage literature 
where bubble nucleation was envisaged as the origin of overvoltage; 
nor is the present effect related to supersaturation prior to bubble 
evolution, envisaged as a possible origin of pseudo-polarization 
effects, e.g. in cathodic H 2 evolution at active Pt electrodes. Effects 
arising from changes of effective resistivity of the electrolyte, due to 
suspension of dispersed small bubbles, are also knowr~ but do not 
arise here since the form of the bubbles is quite different. 
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an F2 gas film is established on the surface due to 
formation of a solid 'CF'  film having a low surface 
free energy. The gas film diminishes the available 
electrochemically active area of the electrode. How- 
ever, the barrier effect of  a non-ohmically conducting 
'CF'  film for electron transfer was not considered in 
Watanabe's model which cannot explain the observed 
linear Tafel relation with unusually high slope (ca 
0.4 V) over 3-4 decades of current change (see below, 
Fig. 7) already beginning at a potential of 4 V where 
there is no observable F2 bubble formation. (F2 may 
be transported into the melt or inside the pores of the 
electrode, or both.) 

It was concluded in work by Brown et al. [15] that, 
for most of the time, 99% of  vitreous C or graphite 
anode surfaces was blocked by an F2 gas bubble film 
but the bubble 'overvoltage' effect,* he supposed, 
could be avoided by a potential step polarization 
procedure. 

A contrary view, that the high Tafel slope was, in 
fact due to 'CF'  barrier film effect, was expressed by 
Devilliers et al. [13, 14] in terms of  the barrier height 
and modified by Brown et al. [15] in terms of barrier 
width. The onset of  the anode effect was attributed by 
Devilliers et al. to development of an excessively thick 
'CF'  film but this does not seem to be supported by 
surface analysis experiments [15, 16]. However, prac- 
tically important high current densities ( ~> 0.1 A cm- 2), 
where the bubble effect arises, were avoided in their 
work. 

In other work [1-3, 14-16] it has been found by 
ESCA [15, 16] that 'CF'  films of  10-30A are already 
almost completely formed at ca 2 V (a kind of UPD of 
F at C) even before steady currents for F2 evolution 
can arise and the film thickness does not further 
increase significantly with electrode potential. In fact, 
there is no direct evidence that the 'anode effect' is 
caused by formation of a thicker, less-conducting 'CF'  
film since such a 'CF'  film already exists at much lower 
overvoltages. 

mrn 
Teflon ~ 11 ~- 

Brass~~ 

Carbon~ ~ \\\\~ 
60 ~ 

Fig. 1. Diagram of the rotating carbon cone electrode (RCE). 

* See footnote of previous page. 

In the light of the previous literature, the present 
work is therefore directed at distinguishing polariza- 
tion effects that can arise from gas film formation and 
difficulty in bubble detachment, from other sources, 
principally that arising from activated charge transfer 
across a non-ohmically conducting 'CF'  film. By 
means of a rotating cone electrode (RCE), unlike 
the situation at a rotating disc electrode (RDE), F2 
bubbles can be spun up and off the electrode, enabling 
the bubble effect to be minimized and thence other 
sources of polarization to be better evaluated. The 
quantitative hydrodynamic mass transfer behaviour 
[19] at the RCE will not concern us in this aspect of the 
work; rather, the geometry of the acute angled (60 ~ ) 
cone provides an upward and radial flow across the 
surface of the RCE which facilitates removal of 
adherent bubbles at the surface boundary layer. 

2. Experimental details 

2.1. Cell 

A cylindrical cell (volume 500 cm3), constructed from 
Plexiglass, was used to contain the KF �9 2HF melt at 
the 358 K temperature employed in the work. The cell 
was made from Plexiglass rather than Teflon in order 
that development of Fz bubbles on the working C 
electrode could be visually observed and photographi- 
cally recorded. The cathode was mounted in a cylin- 
drical compartment, allowing separation of evolved 
H2 from the anode. 

2.2. Rotating fluorine anode 

A rotating carbon cone electrode (RCE) was used, the 
purpose being to facilitate F2 bubble detachment and 
removal by rotation. Conical geometry is required 
since, at an RDE, a recumbent gas bubble resides at 
the flat electrode interface, even at high rotation 
speeds, and eventually cuts down the current to a few 
m A cm  2. By contrast, at Pt RDEs evolving H2, no  

bubble problem arises right up to high current den- 
sities [18] indicating that, with F2 at carbon, the dif- 
ficulty arises because of bubble adherence due to 
an unfavourable contact angle. Contrary to the 
behaviour at the RDE, at a carbon RCE we find that 
bubble detachment is strongly facilitated so that the 
bubble effect could be largely eliminated (see below) 
or greatly reduced by rotation. 

The RCE was fabricated and mounted in Teflon 
(Fig. 1), coupled with a mandrel that could be spun in 
a Pine Instrument Co. (Grove City, PA, USA) elec- 
trode rotator. The cone was cut from porous carbon 
of the kind used in commercial F2 production (sup- 
plied by Sers Savoie Carbone, France [7, 11]) and 
machined at a 60 ~ angle, and gave an apparent surface 
area of 1.73 cm 2. Several RCEs of identical geometry 
were made and reproducibility of results was checked 
and confirmed by performing measurements success- 
ively on the different RCEs. 

Some carbon RCEs were polished by the procedure 
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described in a patent [11] granted to Eldorado. Briefly, 
the procedure consists in polishing the carbon anode 
surface with a series of grit sandpapers and then with 
diamond polishing compounds, finishing with a polish 
using 0.25 # abrasive; the main resulting difference is 
that the polished carbon anodes have a much smoother 
surface as revealed by scanning electron microscopy. 

2.3. Counter electrode (cathode) 

The cathode was 0.25 cm diameter rod of mild steel (as 
used in industrial cells), giving about 7.5 cm 2 surface 
area exposed to the melt. 

2.4. Reference electrodes 

Four identically prepared C u / C u F  2 reference elec- 
trodes were used in the KF �9 2HF melt at 358 K, as in 
other works [20, 21], and behaved satisfactorily. They 
were periodically checked against each other and 
against freshly prepared C u P  2 electrodes. Their stabil- 
ity was better than that attainable with Pt(H2) or 
Pd(H) in this melt [22, 23]. 

","..5. Electrolyte melt 

Anhydrous KF �9 2HF melts (supplied from Eldorado's 
Laboratory), prepared by dissolving KF in liquid HF 
with provision of cooling to absorb the heat of dis- 
solution, were used in all experiments after pre-elec- 
trolysis at 2.5V for 15h at a sacrificial C electrode. 

2.6. Thermostatting 

The cell was mounted in an air-heated oven, operating 
as a thermostat (+  0.5 K) controlled at 358 K. In this 
way contamination of the melt from corrosion of  any 
internal heating coils or from a liquid thermostat fluid 
was avoided. 

2.7. Ohmic iR correction measurements 

All polarization results were corrected for iR drop, 
taking account of  the special problems that arise [8] 
when the interfacial capacitance is unusually small, 
as is the case here due to the 'CF'  film. iR drop 
measurements were made by the current interrup- 
tion procedure [8, 24] and checked by a.c. impedance 
determinations [25]; results were in good agreement. 
The uncompensated solution resistances were 1.0- 
2.5 f2 for the K F .  2HF melt (358 K), depending on the 
g, eometrical arrangement of the electrodes in the cell. 

2.8. 'On-line' data acquisition system for polarization 
measurements 

The steady state polarization data were acquired by a n  
on-line computer system, which consisted principally 
of an HP-217 microcomputer with a Keithley 195A 
Digital Multimeter, a KEPCO Digital Programmer 
and a PAR 173 potentiostat. This system enabled the 

Fig. 2. Photographs of the normal (unpolished) RCE in the cell as 
polarized at 0.t Acre -2 and rotated at: (a) 0r.p.m. (stationary), 
showing the full size of a bubble on RCE; (b) 1000r.p.m.; (c) 
2500 r.p.m.; (d) 3600 r.p.m., showing the bubble is spun away from 
RCE surface. 

steady state polarization behaviour at the carbon 
anodes to be studied systematically under well-defined 
and reproducible conditions. Furthermore, the analy- 
sis of  the results could be based on a large number 
of experimental data points measured and digitally 
recorded by the data acquisition system. 

2.9. Reproducibility 

The results obtained at relatively high rotation rates 
(~> 2000 r.p.m.) were excellently reproducible. Ideally, 
the V vs log i Tafel plots for both the ascending and 
descending directions of potential change should be 
coincident for a reaction in a series of steady states 
(except when passivation arises). The V vs log i plots 
were monitored and displayed on a graphics screen 
during the actual sequence of  measurements which 
were repeated until the ascending and descending 
plots had become almost coincident. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Illustration of F: bubble adherence at a carbon 
RCE 

Unlike the formation of H 2 bubbles at, e.g. iron 
c a t h o d e s ,  F 2 bubbles adhere strongly to the surface of 
carbon electrodes and form a visible extended bubble 
film covering most of  the area of the RCE (see Fig. 2). 
The size of the bubble is increased with continuing 
passage of current and detachment of it eventually 
takes place when sufficient buoyancy forces develop as 
more F2 accumulates in the bubble. 

Figure 2a shows the full size of a bubble on the 
stationary RCE (0 r.p.m.). Figures 2b, c and d show 
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Fig. 3. Tafel plots for FER at the normal 
(unpolished) carbon RCE for electrode 
rotation rates of: o, 0; x, 400; *, 2500; #, 
3600; O, 4900 r.p.m. 

how the bubble resides on the carbon RCE at elec- 
trode rotation rates of 1000, 2500 and 3600r.p.m., 
respectively, and clearly illustrate that, upon increas- 
ing the electrode rotation rate, the bubble(s) is(are) 
spun upward and away from the surface, leading to a 
smaller and smaller fraction of the surface being 
covered by the F2 bubbles and, consequently, a greater 
surface area in contact with the melt for the FER to 
proceed; thus, bubble detachment is greatly facilitated 
by increasing electrode rotation rate at an electrode of  
conical configuration. However, a thin gas film may 
still be present on the electrode surface and may not be 
removable by rotation. 

3.2. Tafel plots 

Figure 3 shows the polarization behaviour (Tafel plots) 
for the FER at the normal (unpolished, see below) 
carbon RCE, in the potential range 2.0-9.0V, for 
electrode rotation rates of 0, 400, 2500, 3600 and 
4900 r.p.m. 

The principal characteristic of these Tafel plots is 
their dependence on the rotation rate especially for the 
limiting currents at high i values which are increased 
(Fig. 3). Rotation of the electrodes favours F2 evolu- 
tion at substantially lower polarizations at high current 
densities. The limiting currents and their dependence 
on rotation rate are unlikely to be caused by reactant 
diffusion control in the electrolyte, since the experi- 
mental situation of high F -  concentration in the 
KF + HF  mixtures used cannot (cf. Ref. [17]) lead to 
such an effect. Therefore, the results in Fig. 3 are 
specifically characteristic of the carbon electrode, i.e. 
they are determined by an effect originating probably 
from the abnormally high contact angle of  the C/F2/ 
KF �9 2HF interface [3, 4], leading to development of  
adherent gas films. Further examination of this point 
in relation to effects of polishing is given below. 

The rotation dependence of bubble formation and 
detachment was illustrated in Figs 2a-c, and becomes 
significant when i >7 10 3 Acre 2 (see Fig. 3). This 
corresponds to the experimental observation that the F2 
bubble(s) become visible only when i ~> 10 -3 Acre 2. 

Beyond a potential of ca 5 V, the limiting currents that 
arise seem to correspond to the difficulty of bubble 
detachment referred to above, since the limiting cur- 
rents increase markedly with electrode rotation. Thus, 
the presence of the F2 bubble film is the current- 
restricting factor at normal carbon anodes. 

Although no bubbles could be observed at the 
normal carbon RCE surface when the electrode was 
rotated at 3600r.p.m. or more (Fig. 2d), a limiting 
current still arises in the high current density region of 
the Tafel plots (Fig. 3) under the same conditions. 
This result suggests that a thin F2 gas film, in the form 
of bubbles of unusual lenticular form, may still be 
present at the RCE surface, partially disconnecting 
the electrode from the electrolyte and providing an 
extra barrier to charge transfer. At some electrodes, 
the presence of such a film is indicated by the metal- 
like reflectivity of the surface under these conditions, 
due to total internal reflection. 

The Tafel lines in Fig. 3 for various rotation rates in 
the low current density range (i ~< 10 3Acm 2, 
V ~< 4.0V) are only little dependent on electrode 
rotation rate and the data fall on almost straight lines 
with slopes of  0.4-0.5 V (this is more clearly illustrated 
in Figs 4 and 7 for the polished RCE). Since the 
bubble effect is insignificant in this range but a high 
Tafel slope of 0.4-0.5V is still observed, it seems 
necessary to assign this behaviour to the influence of 
the 'CF'  barrier layer film, as we and several other 
authors [14, 16] have suggested. The formation of such 
a film already over this region is indicated by the 
splitting of the C ls peak in ESCA measurements as 
we show below in Fig. 8. However, in the higher 
current density region (i ~> 10-3Acre-2) ,  much 
larger Tafel slopes arise (0.8-0.9V), leading into the 
limiting currents (Fig. 3) and their observed depen- 
dence as electrode rotation rate cannot be explained 
only by the 'CF'  film's 'barrier effect' (see discussion 
below). In fact, it is at these current densities of 
~> 0.1 A cm 2, where the specially high Tafel slope of  
0.8-0.9 V arises, that it is most practically important 
to diminish the high overvoltage that leads to the large 
energy consumption in industrial F2 electrolysis. 
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3.3. Polishing effect 

The effects of polishing on the behaviour of  the carbon 
e~ectrodes for the FER were also investigated using a 
procedure patented by Eldorado Resources Ltd [11]. 
The polishing procedure was investigated here to 
establish if it has a significant effect on F2 bubble 
adherence and detachment, and the associated elec- 
trode polarization. 

The Tafel plots for a polished carbon RCE, deter- 
mined under otherwise the same conditions as for the 
results in Fig. 3, are shown in Fig. 4 from which it is 
seen that the log i vs potential relations are much less 
dependent on rotation rate than are those for the 
normal RCE (Fig. 3). Also, for the stationary (0 r.p.m.) 
polished RCE much higher currents arise at given 
potentials (despite the external surface area per 
apparent cm 2 being smaller) than at the normal RCE, 
as illustrated in Fig. 6. In fact, for the polished station- 
ary RCE, current densities at several potentials are 
comparable to those of the normal RCE only when 
the latter is rotated at ca 2500 r.p.m. 

Normally, polishing an electrode diminishes the 
real surface area, therefore reducing the respective 
apparent polarization currents for the same poten- 
tials. However, in the case of the FER at carbon, since 
the process of F2 bubble detachment controls the 
current in the high i region, removal of the F2 bubbles 
is facilitated by the polishing (due to their more facile 
detachment) so that currents are actually increased at 
a given potential though the real interfacial area is 
diminished by the polishing. 

caused by the presence of the F2 bubble(s), or an F2 gas 
film, on the carbon electrode surface. 

The relation between adherence of the F2 bubble(s) 
and 'passivation' behaviour of the carbon anode is 
more clearly illustrated in Fig. 5 which shows plots 
of i vs time for a normal, stationary carbon RCE 
polarized at constant potentials of 6.0, 6.5, 7.0 and 
8.0V. The current is relatively stable with time when 
V ~ 6.0 V but it decreases with time when V >/ 6.5 V, 
and decreases more rapidly as the potential becomes 
higher. 

It is interesting that, at 8.0 V for the stationary RCE 
(Fig. 5), the current drops from 0.26 to 0.04Acre -2 
within 2.5 rain, i.e. the 'anode effect' had commenced 
and passivation had set in. However, when the 'passi- 
vated' RCE was then rotated at 3600 r.p.m., the cur- 
rent jumped immediately back to 0.25Acre -2 and 
then only slowly decreased again. This result rather 
clearly supports the view that the 'anode effect' is 
caused by adherence of the F2 bubble(s) and is not 
due, over the high current density range of F~ evolu- 
tion, to a surface chemical passivation effect as with 
anodic oxide film formation or increased 'CF' film 
formation as proposed in Ref. [14]. Therefore, when 
the RCE is rotated, causing the bubble(s) to be spun 
away, the current can increase rapidly again. The 
further slow decrease of current with time, even with 
the RCE being rotated at 3600r.p.m., may be due 
either to formation of a very thin F2 gas film, not in the 
form of bubbles, which cannot be removed even by 
electrode rotation, or to penetration of F2 gas into the 
interior of the porous carbon. 

3.4. "Anode effect' 3.5. i vs coy2 plots 

Figure 3 shows that for rotation at 0 or 400 r.p.m, and 
for potentials >~ 6 V, the anode is passivated, i.e. the 
currents decrease with increasing potential and much 
smaller currents arise for descending than ascending 
directions of potential change in the polarization runs. 
This passivation is prevented when rotation rates are 
increased to > 2500r.p.m. which strongly suggests 
that the 'passivation' (or so-called 'anode effect') is 

The results of experiments at various electrode rota- 
tion rates (co) shown in Figs 3 and 4, especially for 
high potentials, are represented in Fig. 6 which com- 
pares the i vs co~/2 plots for the polished and normal 
carbon RCEs at various constant, ohmic iR corrected 
potentials. While it is hardly to be expected that F -  
discharge from the K F .  2HF melt would be diffusion 
controlled, this is confirmed by the non-linear plots 
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Fig. 6. Plots of  i vs ~o 1/2 for the polished (solid lines) and normal 
(dashed lines) carbon RCEs at various constant ohmic iR corrected 
potentials indicated in the figure. 

Fig. 5. Plots of  i vs time for a normal 
carbon RCE polarized at constant poten- 
tials of  6.0, 6.5, 7.0 and 8.0V. The RCE 
was kept stationary, except for the case of  
polarization maintained at 8.0V for 
2.4min, following which the RCE was 
suddenly rotated at 3600 r.p.m. 

The plots in Fig. 6 for both types of RCEs have a 
flat region at the low co ends, then i sharply increases 
with co~t2, reaching a maximum. At the polished RCE, 
this increase arises already when co = 400 r.p.m., but 
the maximum is not attained until co = 2500 r.p.m., 
while, for the normal RCE, the sharp increase arises at 
co = 2500 r.p.m, with attainment of a current maxi- 
mum at 4900 r.p.m, before some decrease of  current 
sets in at higher rotation rates (not shown in Fig. 6) 
due possibly to onset of turbulence. 

The small increase of i from co = 0 to 900 r.p.m. 
(Fig. 6) corresponds to only a small change of  bubble 
shape (Figs 2a and b) while facilitation of detachment 
is observed when co ~> 2500 r.p.m. (Figs 2c and d), 
corresponding to the sharp increase of i with co 1/2 (Fig. 
6) when co >~ 2500 r.p.m. This important effect arises 
evidently when the adhesive forces at the bubble/elec- 
trode/electrolyte interface are overcome by the hydro- 
dynamic force associated with forced electrolyte flow. 
The above results show that this adhesion effect is 
smaller for the polished than for the normal RCE, as 
may be intuitively expected. 

3.6. Significance of high valued Tafel slopes 

The Tafel plots for polished RCEs consist of  two 
linear regions having slopes of  ca 0.43 and 0.88 before 
the currents approach limiting values (Fig. 7). For  an 
uninhibited discharge process [9] a Tafel slope of  
0.142V (358K) is expected if /7 = 0.5. In the low 
current density region, prior to onset of visible gas 
evolution, the slope is, however, 0.43V. This high 
value clearly implies an inhibiting barrier effect due to 
a non-ohmically conducting ( 'CF') film ([14-16], Fig. 
8). Also the more or less constant value of  this slope 
over an appreciable logarithmic range of i implies a 
constant width of the barrier which is consistent with 
the indication [15, 16] that the 'CF'  film thickness does 
not change much with electrode potential. 

It is to be emphasized that the component of 
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polarization associated with the 'CF' film barrier effect 
must arise from high field, non-ohmic charge transfer 
behaviour so that the barrier effect is manifested as an 
increased Tafel slope and not simply as an 'iR' drop 
effect. Thus the 'CF'  film barrier effect can influence 
the polarization behaviour over an appreciable log- 
arithmic range of current densities (Fig. 7), as is also 
found with thin oxide films in 02 and H2 evolution 
reactions at the valve metals [10]. 

The onset of the higher Tafel slope (0.88 V) (Fig. 7), 
almost twice that for lower current densities, would 
have to be ascribed, on the 'CF' barrier film model, to 
a change of film thickness; more likely is an analogous 
effect due to establishment of a thin gas film behaving 
as a barrier layer to charge transport by electron 
tunnelling. Probably it is this gas fihn barrier effect 
that goes over to the 'anode effect' at even higher 
current densities (Figs 3 and 4), giving rise to the 
observed limiting currents. 

It may be expected that neither rotation nor polish- 
ing of the electrode should change an activation-deter- 
mined Tafel slope (if such conditions change only the 
accessible and the real areas), but rotation could 
enhance the currents in the limiting current region at 
high current densities by bubble spin-off. 

The most probable explanation of the behaviour 
at high current densities seems to be that the thin gas 
film provides an extra barrier to charge transfer, as 
suggested above, but this film is too thin to be spun 
away upon rotation. The formation and stability of 
the gas film, however, is intimately connected with 
that of the CF film, and the unusual behaviour of the 
former arises because of the large contact angle of the 
F2/C/melt interface generated by the properties of the 
CF film. 

As the gas film becomes thicker at high current 
densities, the 'anode effect' sets in and is accompanied 
by onset of mirror-like appearance of the electrode 
interface. We therefore suggest that there are really 
three, not unrelated, factors determining the unusual 
polarization behaviour of the FER at C: (i) initial 
formation of a 'CF'  barrier fihn having non-ohmic 
charge transfer characteristics giving rise to linear 

Fig. 7. Tafel plot for FER at a polished 
RCE (rotated at 2500r.p.m.) before the 
currents approach limiting values. 

logarithmic Tafel polarization behaviour but with an 
unusually high slope; (ii) because of this film, a high 
contact angle is developed between F 2 bubbles and 
electrolyte, giving rise to a gas film that provides an 
additional barrier; (iii) almost complete blocking of 
active electrode area at high current densities by this 
film, giving rise to the 'anode effect', a phenomenon to 
be distinguished from the unusually high Tafel slope 
which characterizes the polarization, due to (i), at 
lower current densities. 

3.7. ESCA examination of  'CF' films 

The formation of the 'CF'  films on carbon anodes is 
indicated by splitting of the C ls peaks of the ESCA 
spectra [2] shown in Fig. 8. The experimental C l s 
peaks ( +  points in Fig. 8) are resolvable into four 
components which correspond to 'C-C',  'CO', 'CF' 
and ' C F f  states of C at binding energies of 284.0, 
285.5, 288.2 and 291.0eV. The area of each peak 
represents the relative content of each component. 
The broad 'CF 2' peak in Fig. 8 may consist of 'CF 2', 
'CF 3', etc. surface components. Ion sputtering experi- 
ments showed the thickness of the CF film to be about 
10-30A [15, 16]. The 'C-C'  peak at 284eV probably 
arises from bulk carbon atoms under the 'CF' film 
since the escape depth of photoelectrons from carbon 
is about 20-50 A [2], taking account of the thin over- 
layer model [29]. More detailed discussion about these 
ESCA results will be given elsewhere [16]. 

3.8. S E M  examination o f  C electrodes 

SEM photos for a normal and a polished carbon 
electrode at the same magnification, are shown in Figs 
9a and b, respectively, which indicate that the surface 
of the polished carbon is much smoother than that of 
the normal carbon, as expected. 

3.9. Test on effects of  added traces o f  water 

Recently Nakajima et al. [26] found that the presence 
of water in a KF �9 2HF melt caused the 'anode effect' 
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Fig. 8. The experimental (+ points) and computer-fitted and deconvoluted curves (solid lines) for detailed ESCA scan of C ls peaks for 
a carbon anode after evolution of F 2. 

to occur at lower current densities at a graphite elec- 
trode. On the contrary, we find that, for the regular 
porous carbon electrode, the presence of  water in the 
carbon electrode could actually prevent or delay the 
onset of  the anode effect. 

The following experiment was carried out to examine 
the 'water effect'. Two identical carbon RCEs were 
prepared; one was dried at 150 ~ C for 15 h (dry RCE), 
the other was soaked in double-distilled water for a 
few minutes and dried at 25~ for 5 min (wet RCE). 
Weight measurements showed that no detectable water 
was contained in the 'dry '  RCE, while c a  50 mg water 
was present in the wet RCE. 

The dry RCE exhibits a Tafel relation, with passiva- 
tion ( 'anode effect') as the potential is taken to >~ 6.0 V 
(Fig. 10, curve 1). The wet RCE was first polarized at 
i = 0.2 A c m  -2 for 60 min (at c a  6.0 V), then a Tafel 
line measurement was taken, as shown in Fig. 10, 
curve 2. Continued measurements showed that after 
the wet RCE was polarized at 0.1 A c m  2 for 15 h, its 
polarization behaviour became the same as that 

shown as curve 1 in Fig. 10 for the dry RCE, probably 
on account of  electrolytic removal of  the water. 

Figure 10 shows that the two curves are virtually 
coincident for i ~< 1 0 m A c m  2, which suggests that 
water in the RCEs only affects the behaviour in the 
high i range, i.e. where the bubble effect is significant. 
Calculation shows that the extra high current at high 
potentials for the wet RCE is not mainly due to the 
anodic oxidation reaction of water itself, giving 02, 
since the wet RCE only contains 50 mg water which 
can sustain a current of  0.2 A cm -2 only for less than 
5 min of polarization. 

The most likely explanation of the behaviour is that 
the presence of water in the carbon electrode changes 
the contact angle of  the carbon/melt/F2 gas interface, 
facilitating the detachment of  F 2 bubbles, leading to 
improvement of  the polarization behaviour of  the 
RCE when wet. Another explanation, suggested by 
a referee, is that the water contained in the melt 
considerably accelerates the reaction: C + F ' - ~  
CF(s) ~ CF4, C2F2, etc. (see Refs [12, 28]) but it is 

Fig. 9. SEM pictures for (a) normal, (b) polished carbon electrode at the same magnifications. 
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Fig. 10. Tafel plots for the FER at a dry 
(curve 1) and a wet (curve 2) stationary 
carbon RCE. 

~mclear why this should  be so as the react ions  involved to w h o m  we are much indebted  for  this con t r ibu t ion  

are not  ionic, to the work.  
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